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CHAPTER 2 THE MULL SPECIFICATION 

2 1 INTRODUCTION 
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a) 2.2 Type definitions. 

2.2.1 TL.TYPE([SMB.t4AME],NATUEñ) 
2.2.2 
2.2.3 TL, END, TE(S TAT US) 

b) 243 Area selection and equivalencing. 

2.3.1 TL.SEU(SEG.NUMBER,SIZ,RUN.TIM1.ADDR 9  
COME. TIMk: . ADDR , KIEW) 

2. 3 . 2 TL . LOAD(3iG . NUMBER , AREA, NUMBER) 
2 , 3#3    ri.. CODE.ARiA(A1A.L'JUM&R) 
2. 3.4 TLSDATA.ARA(Ak€A.NUMEH) 
2. 3.5 TL. QUIV. POS(OSITION) 
2 , 3o6 TL. INT .AFtñA(AREA.NUMB1R ,(SMB. WAMJ) 

0) 2.4 Data declarations. 

2. 4. I fL. SPACE(SIZE) 
2.4.2 
2 4. 3 'EL. V.DECL([SMB. NAME ) , tOSN,PHE,, PROC, 

POST,, PROC ,'UP E, DIMENSION) 
2.L4 TL. MAK1(S?ACE,TYt,D1t€NSION) 
2. '4.5 TL. SELECT .VAR( ) 
2.496 TL.SELCT.FIILD(BASE,ALTERNATIV ,ilELD) 
29 	. 7 TI.. SET. TYPE(MU f L. NAKE ,TPE) 
2.1.8 TL.ASS(MUTL.WAM,OR.T1P,ARIA.NUM8R) 
2.4.9 TL,ASS.VALUE(NAM1,RiF.AT.COUNT) 
2.L10 TL.ASS.END() 
2.4.11 TL.ASS.AD\J(NO)  

d)  2.5 Literal declaration and data initialisation. 

2.5.1 TLSC.LIT.16(BASIC.TP,VALUE.16) 
24502 TL.C.LlT.32(BASIC.'fYP,VALUE.32) 
2.5.3 TL.C. LIT .64(BASIC.T1PE, VALUE .6#) 
2.504 TL.C.LIr.128(BAslC.rY,vALu.128) 
2.5.5 TL.C.LIT.S(13ASlC.Tt,C VALUE]) 
2.5.6 TL.C.NULL(TPE) 
2.5.7 TL. LIT ((SYMB.NAMEJ,KIND) 

e)  206 Program structure declaration. 

*091  Ti.. PROC. S?EC({SMB.NAMEJ ,NATURE) 
2. 6. 2 TL. PROC. PARAM(rYPE, DIMENSION) 
2.6 .3 TL.PROC.RESULT(rYPE) 
2. 6. 4 TL. PROC(PROC.MUTL.NAME) 
2. 6. 5 TL. IARAM.NAME(MUTL. NAME,( SYMB.NAt€]) 
2. 6. 6 TL. PROC. KIND(KIND) 
2.6.7 TL.END.PROC() 
2.6 B TL. kNTR(MUTL.NAME) 
2.6.9 11. ENTRY.?ARAM(MUTL.NAME) 
2. 6. 10 TL. ENTRY. RESULT (MU'rL.NAME) 
2.6.11 TL.BLOCK() 
2.6. 12 TL. EN-Do BL.00K() 
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f)  2.7 Label declaration. 

2. 7 . 1 	TLU LABfL. SPEC(LS48.NAMiU ,LABL. uSi) 
297.2 	rL.LA13L.(MUTL.NAME) 

g)  2.8 code planting. 

2.8.1 	TL.?L(FN,OP) 
2A,2 	TL.D.TYt(TYPñ,DIMENSION) 
2. 8. 3 	TL.CHLCK(STATUS) 
2.8.4 	TL.INSIRT(BINAL() 
2.8.5 	TL. CYCLE (LIMlT) 
2.8.6 	TL.REiEAT() 
2. 8.7 	TL. CV , C1CLt(CV, 1NlT,MOD) 
2.8.d 	TL* CV.LIMIT(LIMIT,HST) 
2.&9 	FL.1G(kG.USE) 

h) 2.9 MUT.L initialisation. 

2. 9. 1 2.9.2 	
TL.fND() 2.9 

 
.3 	

TL.MODUL() 
2.9.4 	TL. END. MODULi() 
2. 9. 5 	TL..MODE(MODE, I N FO) 

1) 2.10 Diagnostics 

20 109 1 	TL.LINt(LiNi.NO)CODI.ADDR 
2. 10.2 	TL. BOUNDS (MUTL.NAt€,1 BOUNDS]) 
2.10,3 	TL.PftlNT(MODE) 

j) 20,11 Run time diagnostic primitives 

Initialisation 

2011.1 	Th.INIr() 

Procedure selection 

2. 11.2 	TL.  NEXT  .tROC(sTArIC)TL.ACTIvAriON.NAMI  

2. 11.3 	TL.YIELD* kROC()TL. ?ROC *NAME  
2.11.4 	TL -w YIELD. LINE,:OPAGE *LINE 
2.11.5 	TL.3T.iH0C(TL.ACTIVATION.NAME,TLS?OC.NA1€) 

Variable identification 

20 1 1. 6 	TL.NEXT. VAR(TL. VAR.NAMi)TL. VA.NAL€ 
2. 11 . I 	TL. FIND. VAi1(CSMB. NAM E J )TL. VAR, NAM 

Variable and component selection 

2 . 11 . 8 

2.11.9 	TL.SEL.FLD(N)fL.rY?E.NAME 
2.11.10 TL *  SL.EL()TL. TYPE* NAME 
2.11.11 	TL.SEL.ALT(N)TL.F1iE.NAME  
2.11912 TL.UP() 
2. 11#  13 TL. Y1ELD.DIMNSlONODiMENSlON 
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segments and a iUrL segment may contain areas from several rnodles 
The caractersttcs of a MUft segment are that at occuoies, when in 
store at run time, a contiguous address space and all parts of at have 
the sane level of protection (e .g. same level of protectiori and 
overlay type) and si -nilar items tnrouout the space are accessed in 
an Identical manner. Note that If there Is more than one area mapped 
to a L4IrL segment the partitions of an area may not be allocated 
conti guously within the MUI'L senent, and generally the currently 
selected data and code areas stiould not be niapped to the same segment 
as interleaving may occur of code and datal Normally each data 
declaration can be considered as unrelated trom other data 
declarations, but for off-stacc data involved in a Fortran type 
EQUIVALENCE it implies a specific ordering of the data £nerefore the 
TL .QU1V i'Os is provided to pertnit the declaration point of a variable 
to be specified explicitly within an off-stack data area 

2 3 1 fL SG(SIU NUMBER ,SIZE, HUN 124E ADDR,C0è4I? rIML ADDR,KIND) 

Introduces a segaient into the compilation These are known as MUll 
segments and have numbers in the range 0 to 31 On introducing t4LJI?L 
segment 0 initialisation code concerned with compiling a orogratn or 
library is planted automatically Dy MUTLIO  

Parameters: -  

SG AUt4BR 	Number of MULL segment 
SIZE 	 Size of MUll segment in bytes,, A size of 

zero means segment size not known,  
RUN TIME., A04 	of MUll segment specified In bytes 

A value of -1 means that the segment's 	. 
address will be allocated autonatically,  

COMPoTIMEADDR of MUll segment specified in bytes 
A non negative value specifies the 
compile time address for the MUlL segment 
A value ot -1 means the compile time 
address will be automatically allocated, 
a value of -2 means that the MUFL segiierit 
need not be allocated at compile 
time as no code production or 
static data initialisation occur for 
this L4UTL segment, 
and a value of -3  is similar to -2 
except that on loading a program or library 
for execution the MUll segment Is not 
introduced automatically by the loading 
mechanasm into the execution environment 

KIND 

	

	 Fnis parameter specifies the properties 
of the MUll segment 
Bit 1:1 means that the 4U1L segment at 

run time requires execute access 
. 

	

	Bit 2:1 as Bit I but for read access. 
Bit 3:1 as Bit I but for write access 

-11- 
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2- 3-5 fL. LQU1V . OS(OSiTi3W) 

This procedure resets tne current position of the current area to the 

position specified, the data area to wiicct it appiies must be 
oifstac. 

araueter 

kO:d1IOi' 	Position from start of area specified 
in bytes 

2413 
1,

0 £L iN! AA(AthA 'J1J4BR,LLMt3 iALJ) 

This procedure nominates the area as an interface entity, It as called 
prior to the area being selected as the current data area 

i?ararneters 

AA NUMBER Area number 

[S1k'1f3 NAMiJ bounded pointer to a byte vector 
containing the symbolic nane in 
characters of the area 

2.4 STAT1C DATA STORAGE DCAiAiJO 

Variables declared at the outer level of a module are aaiiaoIe to all 
procedures within tne module tor variables declared witrun a 
procedure, the kind 31 procedure determines whether its iarIao.1es may 
be accessed non-locally..  

2.4, 1 T L 

Space is statically allocated an the current data area, which could be 
either onstac< or off-stack, and an integer variable is declared to 
keep track of the run time usage of the allocated space A MU L" name 
is allocated for the SPACS and this name can be used in imperative 
functions (e g TL ,?L) to control usage of the space structures are 
created dynaincally in the space by the TI.I.MAKE procedure 
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Parameters:-  

s1zta When positive it specifies the size in bytes 
of the tA(,t 
When negative it is the negated MtJ1L name of a 
literai whose value gives the size of the SACi 
in bytes 

2,4,2 IL S DLL(1S4B 

This procedure declares a variable wincti may be a soalar or a vector 
of basic or aggregate type  A MUfL name is allocated for the variable 
For variables of a known dimension then, unless the declaration is for 
an assuned interface entity of another module, storage is aLlocated 
for at within the currently selected data area or variables of an 
utI(nowr dimension then it is the set of values that statically 
initialise the variable that determines its size, and In this case 
storage is allocated at value initialisation time 

Parameters:-  

[i'it3 Aftj . Bounded pointer to a byte rector 
containing the variables symbolic name 
an characters, It is used to identify 
the interface entity and for run time 
diagnostic identification 

TYPE -  Bits 0 - 13 is a fUt 	C1r1iR, 
see para graph 2, 2 for its encoding 

Bit 14 	I Data item to be exported 
as an interface entity 
Bit 15 :I Declaration of an assumed 
interface entity imported from 
another tmodale 

DiL'4tNS1ON 
0 	scalar 
> 0 vector dimension or bit string len gth 

defined explicitly 
.'1 Dimension unuiown Value initialisation 

determines actual dimension,  
< 1 vector, parameter is the negated 

MUlL nafne of ,a Literal whose value 
gives the vectors dimension or bit 
string length,  

2 4 3 T[io J D6CL((3L4i3 AMS) I  POSN I PRE. PROC,OSi 

90 
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This procedure enables MUSL 	store variaol.es to be defined and MUIL 
names allocated to them. After declaration they may then oe treated by 
MtJSL as ordinary variables ini'npratire statements 	A 	store 
variable is a special control/status resister of the L4J .ideal 
machine (rein MU$ OL,1) that can in gerierl be read or written If 
the real machine has an actual control/status tnat is exacti.y 
equivalent, the -store variable tiay be mapped directly to the actual 
register. If the correspondence is not exact then, tte store is 
mapped onto an ordinary store line. In this case it may be necessary 
to update the store line before a read access and to propagate the 
implied actions after a write access therefore, asso3lated with eacri 
Vtore of the ideal machine there Is, a store line address, and 
optionally a procedure (t tkO,) to be called before a read access, 
and optionally a procedure (O3r.PfiOC) to oe called after a write 
access 

The read and write subroutines associated with Vstore variables 
which are vectors generally need to know the index number of the 
element to be acted upon therefore, on entry to such procedures MUll 
makes the index number available. within the subroutine the index 
number is obtained by specoifying an operand of'0002, Known as V. SUB, 
in the operand description of TLOPL.  

In the implementation of index number passing, whenever the actual 
machine architecture permits it, the index snould be passed in the 
register that corresponds to the t3 register in the MUll nodel, and an 
implementor of MLJfL riy assume that any 13 register use witrun 1 

PiIOC or Osr 	oc destroys the passed index value 

Lice . other data variables Vstore variables may oe interface 
entities 

araneters 

ESt43 iALvkj 	Bounded pointer to a byte vector containing 
the variables synbolic name in cnaracters 
It is used solely to identify the interface 
ent2ty,  

Po S N 	 Actual store line associated with !-.store 
variable mis ma  either be a previously 
declared variable or the address of a 
store line thus tne Para-meter may 
either be the k4tJfL name of a variable 
or a literal, or a zero wnich means the 
current literal gives the store lane address 

PRd: t'ROC 	MUll name  of the subroutine to be called before a 
read access A value of zero means no subroutine 
call on a read access 

'osr oc 	MUTL name of the subroutine to be called after a write 

4"21 40 
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. 	 access. A value of zero means no subroutine call 
on a write access 

TUE 	 Bits 0-13 is a ftPi4 	Cirit, see 
paragraph 2 2 for details 
Bit 141 -store variable to be exported 
as an interface entity 
Bit 151 1-store variaole to oe imported 
as an interface entity,  

D1MSION : U 	store is a scalar variable 
> 0 Vstore I"* s a vector variable, 

the parameter specifies ' - he dimension 
1 (-store is a ecto rariaOle out its 

dimension is unnowi, this as only permitted 
on imports.,  

< -1 	T-store is a vactor variable.., the 
parameter is the negated MHL name 
of a lateral wnose value is the vector's 
dimension,  

2 4 4 rL 

This procedure plants code to create at run time a mapping for a 
variable either at the top of the current staCK frame or ,  n a 
previously declared space For the latter the integer control varlaole 
of the S?AGE as updated to the next available storage location 
Yielded in the 0 resister Is a pointer to the variable.  

Parameters:—  

SACi 	£ne MtJL name of a SAC (i.e.  SPACE > 1) or 
zero means, allocate at t.ne top 
of the stacc frame 

rt: 	lP St'L.ClFi, see pararapti 2,2 for 
its enoodin 

DlMNsIUW A value of zero means nae a scalar 
variable and yield in the A register 
an unbounded pointer to it A non zero 
value means make a vector variable and 
yield in the A register a oounded pointer 
to it A positive DiMe."NSION specifies the 
nunber of elements tnat the vector is to 
contain, whereas a value of -1 means that 
the value of the B register on 'making' 
the rector determines the number of element 
an the vector 
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260. 1 ii tROtd StEC((S(M3 NAMbj,NArURE) 

A specification must be given before a procedure (or, subroutine) is 
either defined or referenced. A procedure (or subroutine) . 
specification consists of one call. to 11 IROC SC, followed 
immediately by the appropriate nu-mber of calls to It tROC PA1AM to 
specify its parameters, and terminates with a call to TLo PROCe RESULT 
which indicates the end of the parameters and also specifies the 
result typeR Of course for a subroutine specification there are no 
calls to ri. PROC ARAM 

A procedure (or subroutine) definition starts with a call to 
11 PROC For procedures its kind is specified, unless the default kind 
of procedure is required, by calling fttOC KIND before the first 
imperative Instruction of the procedure is planted inally, 
rL PiOC kND is called at the end of the procedure (or subroutine) 

The symbolic names of parameters, these are used for diagnostic 
purposes only, are supplied to MUTL by calling TL.PARAMNAMi during 
the procedure definition, a e in between calls of TL ,?HOC and 
TL O..END I ?HOC*  

This procedure normally allocates a name for the declared procedure 
(or subroutine) 

Parameters 

[31MB NAMJ Bounded pointer to a byte vector containing 
the characters of the procedures (or subroutines) 
symbolic name. 
It is used to identify the procedure (or subroutine) 
if it is an interface entity, 

. 	for runtime diagnostic identification, 
and for constructing a directory 
of a library if this procedure as 
part of its interface To permit 
abbreviated names to be used to 
identify library procedures, then the 
name supplied to MUfL contains both 
lower, and upper case characters the 
abbreviated name consists of these 
upper case characters the only use 
of this abbreviated natne is an constructing 
the directory of the library, and for 
interface and diagnostic purposes the name 
is handled as if it were all. upper case 
characters 

NATURE 
Bit 0 A value of zero means the procedure is 
dynamic a e a potentially recursive, and a 
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one means it is static. 
Bit 1 A value of zero means this is a procedure 
specification, and a one means it is a subroutine 
specification, 
Bit 3 A value of one means tnis is a library 
procedure specification. 
Sit Al A value of one means this is a 
procedure specification associated with 
a procedure variable, 

: • 	 Bit 13 A value of one means that a 
MUTL name is required out the 
parameter and result specification is to 
be supplied later. 
Bit 12 A value of one means that a 
MUTL name already exists for the procedure, 
but it does not have a specification, 
in this case bits 0.11 give tne MUll name, 
and calls to I'L.L'R0C.PAi1AM and TL.PR0C.R1&5ULT 
will follow to give its specification. 
Bit 14 A value of one means the procedure (or 
subroutine) is an interface entity that is 
to be exported from the current module. 
Bit 15 A value of one means tais is a specification 
of an assumed interface procedure (or suoroutine) 
of another module. 

To reference a procedure from a library then its 
specification must be given. Bits 3 and 5 of 
NATURE are set to one to indicate this. 

When compiling a library bits 3 and 14 are set 
to one to indicate that this procedure is in 
the libraries interface. 

2.692 TL.00.PABAM('rP,DIMNSloN) 

This procedure defines the type of the next parameter in the current 
procedure declaration. A MUTL name is not allocated for the parameter 
bthis procedure. Names for a procedures parameters are allocated by 
TL.PkOC when it is called to commence the definition of the procedure,,, 

Parameters:.. 

UPE 	rYkf!: SCfl'lR of parameter, see 
paragraph 2.2 for its encoding. 

DIMENSION 0 scalar parameter 
>0 parameter is a vector containing 

the DIMENSION elements 
<.1 parameter is a vector 

its dimension is the value of 
literal whose MUlL name is 

30... 
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DLLNdON negated 

24.093 	ft t1OC RESULT (fPE) 

mis 	procedure 	defines 	the 	result 	type 	for 	the 	procedure (or 
subroutine), 

Parameters 

TfPC 	Bit 013  contain a T Y PE SPECIFIER 
. 	 of the result, see paragraph 

2,2 for its encoding, 	in addition a z-' 
value means the procedure has no result, 
If bit 14 of T f ?E is one then Lt4UTL 

y allocates a result variable automaticallr 
at the start of the procedure. Within the 
procedure the result 	iariable tnay be , accessed 
as a scalar variable 	A zero operand of the 
RETURN opoode then loads the result variable 
(it there is one) 	Into the appropriate register 
before returning 	With multiple entry point 
procedures, a RI1J1*J opeode with a hero operand 
loads the result variaoie associated with the entry 
point; used to execute the procedure, Note that on 
the TL.PROC call of procedures wriict'i have a result 
variale automatically allocated, an additional 
M(JTL nattle is allocated for the result 

2 o L 	ft POC(MflL NAME) 

Defines 	that 	a 	procedure 	(or 	subroutine) 	starts 	at 	the 	current 
position In the code segment, 	For procedures a name 	for 	each of Its 
parameters as specified 	in 	the associated 	procedure 	specification is 
automatically allocated at this point. 

Parameter 

mun,NAME 	MUlL name of procedure 

2 6 5 	fL4 PAIAM L'IAM(MUft NAM,(SY'4u 	4AML1) 

This 	procedure 	is 	called 	during 	the 	definition 	of 	a 	procedure to 
supply symbolic names to its pdrdmter 

...3 
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The operators used in the above table have the following meanings. 

	

A 
	 Store 

Load negative 
Load. 
Logical 'non..equiva1ence' 

	

& 	Logical land' 

	

'I 	Logical or 
Logical ' equi val. ence 

	

<< 	Logical left shift The operand nust be a positive integer 

	

>> 	Logical right shift The operand must be a positive integer .  

	

+ 
	 Add 

Minus 
Reverse minus 

	

* 	Mul tiply 
xponentiate 

	

/ 	Divide For integer division this yelds the nearest integer 

-3 1 
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in the rate zero to the n3thematicai result.  
I Reverse divide.  
COMt The operand as compared with tue register concerned and the 

T register set, accordingly 	The T register indicates one or 
J. 

more 	of the 	followingsix 	states 	namely,, 	/, 	>:, 	>, 	:< 
and < 

-TYPE The operand is a lateral, 	bits 013  is 	£t 	 and a 

bit 	14 	Is 	the 	V 	field 	the 	size 	of 	the 	type 	in 	bytes 	LS 

loaded 	into 	the 	register, 	a 	size 	of 	zero 	means 	I 	bits 	A 
value of zero in V means yield the size of a scalar of this 
type, whale a value of one means yields the size of a vector 
element of this type 

:ALIGN the operand is a iaterai , 	bits O.13 is a TYPE SPECIFIER and 
a bit 	14 	is 	the V 	field 	the 	byte 	ailignment 	in 	bytes 	for 
allocation 	of 	variables 	of 	this 	type 	is 	loaded 	into 	the 
register 	A 	value 	of 	zero 	in 	J 	means 	yield 	the 	aliagnrnent 
for a scalar of this 	type, 	while 	value 	of one means yield 
the aUijnment of a vector whose elements are of this type 

_i Logical 	'nonequivaience 1 	into store 
&> Logical 	'and' 	into store 
V? Logical 	'or' 	into store 
!.> Logical 	'equivalence' 	into store 
+> Add into store 

t 	 ..> Subtract into store 
> Reverse subtract :into store 

*> Multiply into store 
I> Divide Into store 
I > Reverse divide into store 
STK L Stack 	link, 	The 	operand 	as 	the 	name 	of 	a 	procedure 

specification, 	ftus function is required at the start 	of a 
procedure call sequence 

SI!( LB Similar to STK L except the operand is the FIND .N value of a 
library procedure contained in the current literal 

STK PAR Stacks a parameter in a procedure call sequence 	The operand 

must 	
be 	a 	register 	whose 	mode 	is 	compatible 	with 	the 

parameter specification 
ENTER Instruction used at the end of the 	procedure call 	sequence 

to enter the procedure as specified by tne associated STK L 
A 	zero 	operand 	enters 	the 	procedure 	associated 	with 	the 
specification given by Sf( L or STK U3, 	or it specifies the 
name of a procedure variable,  

RETURN Returns control 	from a called 	procedure 	to the 	instruction 
immediately following the ENTER used to call 	the procedure 
the operand specifies 	the result for 	functional 	procedures 
lie result is phased 	bac.< 	via the A register.,An operand of 
%3000 	means 	the A 	register contains 	the result 	and 	a zero 
operand either means there as no result or MUTL loads result 

PO 

automatically (see 2.0.3). 
ACONV sets a new basic mode and precision for the A resister, 	and 

the 	contents 	of 	A 	are 	converted 	into 	the 	new 	mode 	as 
described in 2.8.1A,, 	the operand specifies the mode 

AMOi)E: Sets the 	basic 'node and 	precision of A at 	the 	start 	of an 
evaluation an A 	the operand is an encoded mode as described 
in 	2.6.1.4. 

AiCON\1 Operates 	as 	ACONV 	but 	selects 	an 	extended 	mode 	for 	the 	A 
register,  

AMOD: Operates as AMODC 	but 	selects an extended 	node for the A 
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register. 
SI1 ACK 	Stacks a register as specified by the operard. A stacked 

operand is removed by specifying an UNSTACK operand in the 
Instruction. 

•>IF 	•.>IF< ->1F> -.>IF/ 	.>1F< 	>LF> 
Transfers control to a label in the same MUfL segment if the 
status of T implies the condition of the instruction. 
Operand is a name of label type. 

SiG 	Transfers control. to a label • in the sane Mull segment. 
Operand is of label type. 

I SrG > Transfers control to a lacelan another MUll segment 
Operand is of label type. 

:R EL? 	Load a reference to the entity ,  specified by the operand. The 
operand must be the MUTL name of a data item or D1. 

31L FL!) 

	

	Selects a sub-field of the current field. The operand is a 
non-negative literal integer. 

SL EL 	Selects the Fi'th ele.nent of the current sub-field. No 
operand is required. 

SEL ALT 	If a field has multiple type definitions this selects the 
required type definition. A SL ALf is not required if the 
first of the multiple type definitions is required. The 
operand is always a non-negative literal integer. 

.BASE The B register specifies an element of a vector addressed by 
a pointer in the A or 0 register. This pointer is modified 
by this instruction so that the base of the vector now 
starts at the element specired The operand specifies 
whether to maintain an unbounded or a bounded pointer (i.e. 
:Oorl). 

LIM! 	the B register specifaes an element of a vector addressed by 
a pointer in the D or A register. The pointer is modified so 

. 	that the last element of the vector becomes the element 
specified No operand is required 

MFN 	Matkinaticai and built-in functions that operate on A The 
operand is taken to be a function number and the available 

. 	functions are given in 2.8.15. 
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H 	 . 	 (called a left string) If the result string is 
longer than the Jet string, then the string 
starting at the iefthand end of the result string 
Of , the sane length as the left string is stored 
If the result string is shorter, then the result 
string is transferred to the iefthand end of the 
left string and blanks inserted in the remaining 
part of the left string 

COMLAaE 	 This compares two strings and sets the 1 status 
bits accordingly the strings involved are a left 
and a right string, and each string consists of a 
concatenation of one or more strings the left 
string is compared with the right string If one 
of the strings is shorter than the other then it 
is extended to the right with blanks SO that both 
strings are of the same I engtri Comparison 
proceeds by comparing the strings from left to 
right using the collating sequence of the 
character set 

s:ARCi:i 	 This searches one string for the leftmost 
occurence of another string The left string is 
searcried for the leftmost occurence of the rignt 
string If found its position, counting from one 
is put In the B register, otherwise B is set to 
zero 

LENGTH 	 this gives the length of a string in B the left 
string is used to hold the string 

ASCII COMPARE 	Similar to COM?ARE but the comparison uses 
collating sequence described in ANSI, X3 41908 
(ASCII) 

Each one of these operations as specified as a sequence of simpler 
character string functions 

Facample 

MULL instructions 

MOSt 	 Start of a MOVE operatioi 
L S2R k 	Left string 
k $if t 	Result string of right strings 

F, G and H 
R, ST  u 	Concatenated 
R STR H 	Together 
E MO( 

 
End of MOVE operation 

The character string functions provided are described below, An 
operand is always a vector of byte sized elements 

L STft 	this function is used to specify the left string If the 
character operation in which this is used permits 
concatenation of strings, then a sequence of L,..STft-
functions specify that the left strings will be 
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concatenated together and then act as a single string in 
the operation 

R.ST 
As L,STR except it applies to the right string'.  

. 	
MO\J Start of a MOVE operation, this is followed by functions 

to specify 	the 	left 	string 	arid 	then 	the 	rignt 	string. 

Tne 	left 	string 	consists 	of 	a 	single 	operand, 	whereas 
theright 	string 	may 	consist 	of 	several 	concatenated 

.. 	.. operands. 

E.MO1 This function terminates the specification of the right 
string and MOVE operarion, 

COMP Start 	of 	a 	COMPARE 	operation, 	this 	is 	followed 	by 
functions to specify the left string and then tne right 
stri ng . 	Both the left and the rignt strings may consist 
of several concatenated operands a 

E.COMt' 
This function terminates the specification of the right 
string and the COMPARE" operation. 

SCH Start 	of 	a 	SIAF(Ct-I 	operation, 	this 	is 	followed 	by 
functions to specify the left and then the rigflt string. 

: Both 	of 	these 	strings 	may 	consist 	of 	several 
concatenated operands. 

n:.sRdH This function terminates the specification of the right 
string and the SEARCH operation. 

LEN Start 	of 	a 	LENGTH 	operation, 	this 	is 	followed 	by 
functions to specify the rigit string, which may consist 
of concatenated operands. 

This function terminates 	the specification of the right 
string and the UN3TH operation. 

The MO1, E.MOV, 	COMt', 	.COMt, 	SRCH, 	i.SfCF1, 	LEN. and E.LEN 	functions 
do not have an operand. The stack may be used during an operation for 
holding temporary data. 

ASC.COMI' As COML 	but for ASCII collating sequence, 

k.ASC.COME As COMP but for ASCII collating sequence. 

2.S.1.2 Operands 

For most functions the operand is one of the following: 

1. A zero which means the operand is a basic type literal 
having a value and type of the current basic type literal. 

2. A name of a previously declared item 	(i<Oi?<1OOO) 
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3 A special operand (O>t) 

	

1002 	J.SiJB see 1'LVDCL 243 

	

1003 	The operand is to oe ped from the top of the current 
. staccframe, MUrL requires that the use of the stacc for 

temporary variables is determinable at translation time. 
This means that the corresponding STACK function must 
statically precede a fl003 operand, and that associated 
pairs of STACK functions and 1003  operands must be 
statically nested, 

	

1004 	Dii the item addressed by the 1) register., 

	

1005 	specifies an operand that is normally used with the 
STACK and the D instructions, This operand allows the 
stack to cc used for temporary select, variables (see 
paragraph 2.4.4). This operand with a STACK instruction 
pushes the current selection information of the 0 
resister onto the stack, and on the corresponding paired 
D instruction with this operand, the stacced selection 
information is popped into the 0 register. Obviously 
several Items of this type may be on the stac 
simultaneously, but as with select variables there are 
static scope implications. The STACK arid D with this 
operand may be statically nested, and the D is paired 
with the immediately preceding unpaired STACK in the 
compiled code. 

For the next six special operands the value of the 
operand for the instruction depends on the state of the 
T register. 

	

1008 	a 1 if I implies =, otherwise 0 

	

%1009 	a I if T implies I:, otherwise 0 

	

100A 	a I if T implies >, otherwise 0 

	

t1008 	a I if I implies , otherwise 0 

	

%1001%.10 	a I if r implies <, otherwise 0 

	

%1001) 	a I if T implies <, otherwise 0 

	

% 2000 	the B register. 

	

%3000 	the A register. 

2 c3 1 3 Restrictions on the tise of Operands 

fhere are a number of exceptions to the general rule that any function 
can be combined with any operands 

1) Some functions have no operand as stated in the 
function description 

2) Some functions have specially encoded operands as 
stated in the function description 
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3) Operands of 	3 orders Lit ust be of type Integer or 
; 

logical 

: 
28.1.4 Accumulator Mode Conversions 

.. 	. 
The 	operand 	of 	AMODE: 	arid 	ACONV 	operations 	is 	takenas 	an 	encoded 
Integer where the bits 013  give a TYF& 329CIeMi as in 22 	In 	the 
case of ACOWV 	bit. 	14 are 	also 	relevant 	and 	it 	specIfies 	a 	KIND 	of 
oonversion, Note that basic aritkrnetic modes nave a value less 256 arid 
have bits 0 0 	1 zero, while 	TR modes have a value of I or 3 in bits 0, 
1

. 

For the extended modes the operand of A8MOD806 and Añ200/ operations 
is encoded as for MODE= and ACON, 	but the T UE 	 are as  

Complex - TPi 	S PEClif8H of an aggregate type 
containing 2 reals, t'ortran always 
uses a TPñ SiClFlR of 	108. 

: 
Character string 	T?E 3ECIF1f of 	3I 

When the type given by the ACONV operand or the existing mode of 
: the 	A 	register 	is 	unsigned 	integer 	then 	the 	precision 	of 	the 	A 

register 	is 	first 	changed 	to 	that 	of 	the 	new 	mod a. 	and 	tben 	the 
conversion is applied. This conversion to 	 the A register type arid 
leaves in the register a binary equivalent value of its value in the 
old mode, 	Similarly when 	converting from an existing mods..of unsigned 
Integer, 	the precision of the A register is first changed to that of 
the new mods., and a type conversion, whichleaves in the A register a 
binary equivalent value, is then applied. 

The conversions available are given below 

INTn;ui 	TO 91AL 

INTEGER TO DECIMAL 

REAL TO INrEGE 
KIND low 	 Truncated 	conversion 	yielding 	the nearest 	

integer value selected from the 
range zero to the floating point value. 

KIND = 1 	 Rounded 	conversion 	yielding 	the 	nearest 
integer 	value 	to 	the 	floating 	point 
value. 

REAL TO DECIMAL 
KIND = 0 	 Truncated conversion. 
KIND 	1 	 Rounded conversion. 

DtCIMAL ro iNnuiR 

4:4 wa 



DECIMAL ID REAL 

!NfuiR £0 INTER Chaise in precision 

REAL £0 REAL Chan ge in precision 

DECIMAL £0 DECIMAL Change in precision 

INTEGER £0 UNSIGNED INTEGER 

REAL TO UNIGi'JLD INTtJ( 

DECIMAL TO UNSIGNED 1NTEGR 

UNSIGNED INtGEfl TO UNSIGNED INTEGER Cnarige in precision 

UNSIGNED Th1iixCR TO IN1LI 

UNSIGNED. 	TO REAL 

Uis1LzN:D ING 	ID DECIMAL 

iNTi:Gi:R TO ?T R The 	Integer 	value 	becomes 	the 	address 
origin of a pointer. 

PTH TO 
KIND 	0 The 	address 	ori gin 	of 	the 	pointer 

becomes an integer value 
KIND 	1 me 	bound 	of 	the 	pointer 	becomes 	an 

inte ger value 

INrt.(R/RiAL TO COMF'LX 
KIND : () the 	integer/real 	accumulator 	value 	is 

converted and becomes the real part, and 
the imaginary part is set to zero 

KIND = I the 	inteer/rea1 	value 	is 	converted 	and 
becomes the real 	part, 	and the irnainary 
part is undefined.  

COMPLX TO INTEGER A truncated conversion is applied to the 
real 	part of the complex value to yield 
an integer value 

COM'Lt.X 	£0 RiAL 
KIN!) : 0 the 	conversion 	yields 	the 	real 	part 	of 

the  complex value,,  
KIND :: 	I the conversion yields the imaginary part 

of the complex value,  
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I 2.8.1.5 Mathematical Functions 

jF$LttL LQMLLJ 
0 a ABS. ABS ABS 

MOD I MOD I GONJu 

I 2 MOD2MOD2t 
3 t SI G N ,  I SIGN.I 

I 44 SIGN 2 S1Gr 	2 
: 5 DIM* 1 DIM, 1 	I 
t 6 : D1M2 LUM2 t 
t I MAX, S MAX t 
t o MAX H MAX M 
I 9 MAXtL4AXt 
I 10 1 MIPJS MIN S.  

MIN M I 	MIN M 
12 1 MINF MLt'J 	F I I 
13 SQRT ODL) SQIT 
14 1 SIN! : SIN 

I 15 I cos: cost 
I lb LOG 1 

t 
LOG 

1! EX? I 1JX? 

I f I If_%f_' 	ir £.JVJ 	tJ 
I 	 t $ 

t t 1 
I I. 1t 1 I I rI1A LLV4 I 	 I 

I 	 I I I • I I 
$ I ,,i'\ cv I I a:1-  tt;LLti I 	 I I 	 I 

I I I I 
I I - i I I 

I AIO ttiJt 1 	 I I I I I 1 
I I I s A TAi4T LLItLI I 	 I 

t 	 I 
1 I I I 

; 23 AAN1 I t 

A

A2AN2 

TANH 
28  0.01.1.1 

t Some 	of the functions 	(e SIN AB.") 	operate solely on the current 
contents of the accumuiator,  While others are used in a sequence (e g 
MO!) 	1,MOi) 2) to provide a 'function' that operates on several values 

Fxa'nple  
For the Fortran statements 

REAL 
Z : MAX (X,,Z,J) 

The equivalent MUlL instructions are 

A MODC 	real.  
A 	X 

MAX ,S 
A MODI 	real 

MAXM 



A1 
MAX F 
A 	> Z 

In such a sequence the mode of the accumulator must be the same for 
,each of the functions in the sequence, 

Vie functions provided are as follows 

ABS Yields absolute value. For complex mode the result 
is yielded in the A register whose mode 
and orecision is that of trie real 	part of 
the complex mode 

MOD I 'fields al 	int(al/a2)*a2, 
,MOD *2 where al is the value of the A register for 

M00,1 1  and a2 18 the value of .A for MOD 2 

SIGN 1 Yi el. ds a1 	if a2 >= 0, 	and 
SIGN - 2 fall 	it 	a2 	< 	Of  

DIH.1 Yields al-a2 If al > a2, 	and 
DIM2 0 	if al 	<a2 

MAks S fields the maximum of (as,acn 	am,af), 
MAX M where as is the value of the A register for 
MAX ,F MAX S, am is the value for MAX M, and at' for 

MAX L4  

MIN S Yields the aunimum of (as,arn 	am,af) 
MIN.M 
MIN.F 

SQRT iields square root 

SIN • 	 lelds sine 

cos fields cosine 

LOt) fields natural logarithm 

EX? Yields exponential 

LOG10 yields common logarithm 

TAN yields tangent 

ASIN yields arosane 

ACOS fields arcoosine 

AFAN Yields arctancent 
47 
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•: 	 ATAN. 1 	Yields arctanent of al/a2 
AW. 

::LNtf 	Yields hyperboJic sine 

COSH 	Yields hyperbolic cosine 

I 	 rAt*1 	Yields hyperbolic tangent 

X SIGN 	Extract signYields 	1 in A register if A value 
negative, otherwise yields 	I in A register 

ODD 	Converts the A register into I bit mode 
and loads it with a value of one if a contains 
an odd integer, otherwise loads a zero 

CONJu 	Yields the conjugate of the complex value,  

I the following groups of functions 	operate on 	a 	pair 	of 	values, 	each 
function is used once and in order,  

MODI 	M302 

t 

	
SIGN *1 	SiGN 2 
DIMI 	DIM, 2 
MAN 1 	ATAN 2 

Ttie following groups of functions operate on two or more values the 
function suffixed IS is used for the first value, 	the one suffixed IF 

for the last value, and the IM functions for all values anDetween 

I 	 MAXS 	MAXIM 	MAXF 
MIN I S 	r4j:i4M 	MINF 

i Note that 	intermediate 	values 	in 	the 	above 	group 	functions are held 
temporarily 	on 	the 	stack, 	and 	that 	nested 	use 	of 	functions Is 

I 	 perautted 

2 8 2 TL 1) 

The type of an operand referenced by the 0 register nust be set by the 
coiipiier 	whenever 	a 	typeless 	data 	pointer 	is 	loaded 	into 	the 1) 
register, 	Ihis procedure 	is 	called 	immediately 	before 	the 	call to 
TLIPL which loads a typeess data pointer into the L) register 

Parameters:  

Tet 	Tf?E SPEC.&JER of operand addressed by D register, 
see paragraph 2.2 for its encoding 

DLt4:Ns1oN 	0 	Scalar addressed by D register,  
)O 	No 	of elements in vector addressed by 1) 
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resister or length of bit string 
<0 	0 addresses a vector but number 

of eleiients unriowi 

2w6 , 3  FL CHECK(STATUS) 

fl-us procedure chan ges the level of program error checung Note, for 
a change in hardware error detection that it effects all suosequent 
instructions executed, until there is another change at run tame 
Whereas for a change in software error detection, the subsequent 
Instructions that are planted are only effected,  

At the start of compilation all hardware checking is permitted, and 
all software checking Is inhibited. 

Parameters:- 

STATUS 
Bit 7 z  0(1) means change level of software 

(hardware) oheodng 
Bit 3 	11 	specify which of bits 0-a are 

. 	 . 	acted upon 	 S  
It oat (d+i) 	I then act on 
bat a 

Bit 0 : 0(1) inhibit (permit) array bounds 
checking 

Bit I 	0(1) inhibit (permit) overflow 
S 	

• 

 

checking on B 	 S 

Bit 2 	0(1) inhibit (permit) overflow 
checdng on .A in integer mode 

Bat 3 : 0(1) inhabit (permit) overflow 
checung on A in floating 
point mode 

Bit 4 : 0 ) inhibit (permit) overflow 
oheccing on A in decimal 
mode. 

2 8 L 	lNsEHr(BlNARi) 

The binary specified by the parater is planted in the next available 
location in the current code area Irius special operating system 
functions of an order code, such as dump and reload register, can be 
used from the systems implementation language MIJSL 

Parameter 

b1NM1 Value of canary to be planted. The unit 
of binary planted is machine dependent 
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: 	 21D 	} 
3::IT 	I 

bit 	418 	I 
5 :: '1 A 	I resister no longer in current use 

2. 9 MUTL INITIALL3ATION 

2.91 

Initialises MIJrL for acompilation. This initial isation includes 
creating MUI'L se gment 0, this may be overridden where necessary by a 
call to TL .S&.1 to replace this default creation of MUfL segcnent C . At 
the start of each module, area I of the module is automatically aiapped 
to this code seuent, and area 1 selected as the current code segment 
while area 0 (Le., the stacK) is selected as tne current data area. 
The action of MUrLin this mode can be described more precisely in 
terms of MUll procedure calls. 

1) At TL time, MUTL takes the following action:- 

a) rL.StG (U, Default Segment Size, -1, -1 9  6). 

2) At rL.MODUL time, MUTL takes the following action:- 

a) Map area 1 (code area) of the module to segment 0: 

b) Select area 1 as the current code area: TL.CODi.AfA(1). 
c) Select area 0 as the current data area: TL.DArA.A1A(0). 

3) At £LIt1ND time, MUlL plants in code segment 0 any code required 
for exiting from a program or library. 

There aresome restrictions wnien compiling in a one pass mode. In 
order to map data declarations as they occur then generally interface 
literals and anonymous types must be exported in the compilation run 
before they are imported into any otner modules, Furthermore on some 
machines there may be some restrictions on the use of Interface data 
variables. 

When compiling a liorary the D1RE;CfJit1'.SLZZ parameter specifies the 
maximum number of procedures expected in the library interface. 

Parameter:- 

MODE Bit 0 : 0 produce necessary data structures to support 
run time diagnostics 

Bit 0 :: 1 do not produce data structures 
Bite 	0 normal compilation run 
J;3it 1 	I MUSS type compilation, not that this means 

-52- 
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that afl 	oristacc declarations are within 
procedures 

Bit. 	2 Only used for a normal 	compilation run. 
A value of zero means compilation of afl or 
part of a program, arid a value of one means 
compiling all 	or part of a library. 

Bits 47  The use of this is machine dependent. 
For example when ccnnplling MUSS 
control of the stacc position nay 
be required. See tne MUlL implementation 
manual of the appropriate machine for 
details. 

iILENAMtI This gives the name of the file into which the 
output (i.e, 	code arid data areas etc.) 	of a 
successful translation will be placed at the 
end of a translation (i.e. 	at 	£LJND). 

DIREGroaf SIZE 
Bits 0.-11 Specify the number of procedures in 

library interface. 
Bit 15 A value of one means that MUTL will 

not create a library entry table. 
Bits 12 ~ 14 Specify library organisation dependent 

information. See appropriate Library 
Interface implementation manual for 
details. 

2 - . 9, 2 	ii 	.ND() 

Terminates a compilation. 

. 	 ierminates te compilation or a module. 
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MODE Bits  615 specify which bits of the translation mode 
to alter. 	if bit d is set then change bit 
0, 	tf bit 	9 13 set then chan ge bit 	1, 	etc,,  

Bits O 	7 specify the altered bit values of the 
translation node 	c 	a mode of 	8430 
would change bit 3 to a hero and bit 7 
to a one. 

_1 INi O 	 this parameter permits further machine 
dependent control over the translation 
See the impienentaLion manual of the 
appropriate machine for details 

2v 10 DIAG NOSTIC'S  

Hun tine diagnostics refer to 	items 	in 	terms 	of the 	source 	language 

program 	Most 	of 	the 	necessary 	information 	to accomplish 	this 	is 	in 

the 	existing 	declarative 	procedures 	within 	MUTL, 	e g 	£L S DECL 

rL 	r:(e: 	et0i 	Alternativeiy 	or 	in 	addition 	to 	high 	level 	language 
diagnostics a compile and data nap 0V the compilation may be produced 
froWn the diagnostic information known at compile time 	the procedures 
In 	this 	section 	exist 	soieiy 	to 	supply 	Information 	to 	support 
diagnostics 

2s10,1 	£i 	I INL(LLN 	NO) CODE. ADDRESS 

MULL notes the specified source language line number and this should 
be called for each line of source pro gram that generates code 

'T'LUNE yields the address of the next location in the code area to 
enable cortpiler 	to incorporate this information in a coripile map 

Parameters 

LINE. NO 	0 	means that the line number is obtained 
by the basic system MLINE procedure 

1-0 	aieans that the parameter itself specifies 
the line number. 

2 10 2 	L BOUtD(MUfL UAML ,[1$OLNDij) 

A vector variable in MUll consists of a single dimension with a lower 
oound 	of 	zero 	Languages 	that 	support 	nulti-.drnensionai 	arrays, 
nonzero 	bounds 	or 	adjustable 	dimensions 	may 	elect 	(for 	reasons 	of 
efficiency) 	to map theci arrays 	inLo 	a single 	dimension 	with 	a 	zero 
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2 	11 ,  3 TL. ilLD.PROC( )FL. t ROC , NAME 

This procedure supplies the RD name containing the static information 

of the current procedure activation. 

A 	result 	of 	..1 	indicates 	the 	diagnostic 	information 	of the 
procedure is not available. 

2.11.4 

This 	procedure 	yields 	the 	page 	and 	line 	of 	the 	point 	within the 
currently selected procedure activation that control was last at. 

2. 11 . 5 TL.. SET. 	OC(rL. ACTI1ATION .NAMt,fL. tOC.NAM) 

Tni$ procedure selects the activation of a procedure as specified by 
the 	parameters, 	and 	sets 	the 	currency 	indicators 	CUErNT.POC and 
QWUNTIACTIVAUON 	accordingly. 	The 	other 	currency 	indicators are 
reset to undefined, 

Parameters : 

TL.ACTIVAT.EON.NAM 	as yielded oy previous call to 
TL. NEXT .00. 

TL.PROCINAL€ 	as yielded by previous call to 
TL.YI€LD. PROC. 

VARIA8LE IDNT1FICAUON 

2.11.6 TL.NEXf.VAR(TL.VAR.NAt€)rL. VAR. NAt4 

This supplies the RI) name of a variable. 

Paraneters : 

TL. VAR .NAME 	A value of 	1 means supply tne name of 
the first variable of the currently 
selected procedure, otherwise supply 
the name of the variable following the 
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3 - Bounded pointer to a vector instance,of a type 

59 
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CHAPTER 3 THiS: ENCODED TARG ET LANUUA)L (Mu8) 

The main use of this encoded form of the target I anguage is in 
bootstrapping MUSS into other machines.. One'version of the MUSL 
compiler generates MUI3L instead of making dii'et calls on the MUFL 
procedures, hence any component of the MUSS system can be delivered in 
MJi3L1. Noraiaiiy. MUSS would be established at a renote site by first 
deiiverin the MUSL complier in MW3L and possibly other software tools 
such as fl000der. A MUBL translator has then to be created at the 
remote site after which MUSL conpilations should be possible. The rest 
of MUSS is delivered in MUSL fora, Since the full set of &IUTL 
procedures have also to be created at the remote site so as to 
complete the compilers delivered with MUSS, it is perhaps advisable to 
create these first and use then as the means of processing MUk3L., For 
this reason the MUBLJ statements are described i. n terms of the 
equivalent MUTL procedure calls. 

, 
...Programs in M(J8L exist as files of bytes. These bytes may sonetitnes 

be encoded as two hexadecimal characters if binary output is not 
feasible. Each statement is a sequence of one or more bytes in which 
the first byte identifies the kind of statement, and hence the Mull 
procedures that are to be called, and the remaining cytes supply the 
parameters. There is a one to one correspondence between MUll 
procedures and MUI3L statements, 

As explained earlier in chapter 2 a MUTL operat ng in executable 
binary mode imposes the restriction that. the declaration of irterface 
types and data variables must precede any references to them from 
other modules, so that code can be produced directly from the MUlL 
procedure calls. the MUSL of the MUSL ootnpiler adheres to this rule. 
Therefore, a MU13L bootstrap for MU$L can be constructed quite simply 
by decoding the MUBL statements and calling the appropriate procedures 
of a MUlL operating in executable binary mode, For any software that 
breaks the forward referencing restriction, two of the options 
available are as follows, With a MUlL In loader mode the oorrespondiri 
MUfL procedures can be called for the MUL statements,, the other,  
option is to produce MUL output that does not break the restriction. 
This can normally be achieved by inserting the type declaration for 
any forward references to types, and sometimes re-arran gement of the 
module order may be necessary. 

The encodings will be given in the MUTLJ procedure grouping order as 
specified below. 

3.1 Type definitions 
3.2 Area selection and equi,alencing 
3.3 Data declarations 
3.4 Literal declaration 
3*5 trogram structure declaration 
3.6 Label declaration 
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307 Code planting  
3.8 MUlL initialisation 
3 9 Dia gnostics 

An encoding is described by adding encoding inforaatioi enclosed in 
< > brackets to the MULL procedure specifications 

or example, <Cd 04>rL GLOBAL AA(<dd>AR&A) mis means that the 
MUL statement for fl., 3LOt3AL AREA has two encoding fields the first 
is one byte ions and contains A04 wnicn identifies the MULL procedure, 
and the second is also one byte long and contains an unsigned quantity 
which is the parameter,  

The different types of encoding fields are as follows 

a) <Cri 

	

	%hex value> Such encoding fields are employed to identity 
the MUTL procedure lne field width in bits is 
specified by n, whion is followed by the 
hexadecimal value for tne field 

b) <Ui> The encoding field is n bits long and contains an unsigned 
integer,  

c) <thI> The width of the encoding field is contained in the field 
itself the field contains a widtn specifier followed by a 
vaJue specifier, the position of the aiost significant zero 
bit in the field indicates the last bit of the width 
specifier, It is the number of olts in the width specifier 
that defines the number of bytes in tile  field, rhe value 
specifier part contains an unsigned integer, For example, If 
the first byte has the value %94, the encoding field Is two 
bytes long and it contains a 14 bIt unsigned Integer value 
for the paraneter 

d) <Iv> Similar to <UV> except the value scecifier contains a signed 
1 nteger 

e) <5> 

	

	Ifns first byte of the encoding field specifies how many Lnore 
bytes there are in the rest of the field This type of 
encoding field Is normally used for pa"aneters wtuch contain 
a pointer to a byte vector, in wnicn case the length of the 
vector and the vector contents are put in the encoding field 

Except for some of the code planting procedure, encodings the width 
of parameter encoding fields is always a byte uultiple 

For any. MW3L progran the representation of any literal values in 
the program is specified, because on some machines the same literal 
values are represented differently tJ& produced on HUb will nave 
characters specified in 130, integers in twcs complement and reals in 



MU5 floating point foraiat. 

3.1 T1 PE LM;FiN1TIoNs 

<ca WO>rL £t(<s>(MB NAMtj,<tJ1>NA1Ur) 
<C3 01>fL UP1 LOMi?(<UV>FE'x,<J >DIi4NSI0N,<3>CMt3 
<d %02>f L* iND r(<ud>srA1us) 

3 2 AREA SELECTION AND iQU1VALtNCiWG 

<Co 1>fL 	3(<u8>$i:u 	 TIME AL)i)R, 
<flJ;COiv1i) . £I4.ADD,<Ud>KiiO) 

<Cd 2C>L LOAD (Q8>3 	O,<dd>AA iJO) 
<A 03)rL coi AREA( <U8>AttA L4UihM) 
<Cd %C) 0-f DATA. AREA( <U8>AthA NtJk3t) 
<C3 36>fL EQUIJ PO(<uV>POSIfION) 
<Ca 2A>rL INT. AREA( <U>AA 0 9 <>{SM3 NAM]) 

3 v 3 DATA thLLAiAflONs 

<C8 O7>f 	'ACñ(<UV>S1Z) 
<Co ;0 >ri1 s DEC L(<s>fsie wAMLJ,<I>rY,\1v>1I4Ns1oN) 
<C8 09>fi V DCL(<3>tSM8 AMj,<UVrO3N,<U1b>?H PIOC, 

<u 16>POSTO PROC,<UVi1P,<1>DILNSIuN) 
<(8 40A>TL 
<Ca 33>rL SUCf VAR() 
<C8 2>ri t sLcx 	<UV)13A3 ,<UV>ALf BNAf1ft ,<UV>FILD) 
<Ca %28>ri Stf 
<C8 26> 	ASS(<UV>MUIL \1AM!J v Of o fP,<1AthA.WO) 
<C8 O>rL o ASS ALU(<UV>NAMC,<UV>fliAr CNL) 
<Gd OO>L 	s 0 END() 
<C8 Oi>fi ASS ADV(<UVNO) 

3.4 LITERAL DCLAAf!ON 

<Cd ,tiO>ri c ixr 16(<d>13A3Ic 	 ib) 
<C8 3>ri C LU 32(<uB>3As1c 	 ?) 
<L.a 33>1L C iLi bi4(<Ud>i3A5IC UPE,(J\1>1ALU t) 
<La 37>TL C LIr iô<uo>sic 	 128) 
<(p8 3C>FL C Lir s(. W8>BASIC r1P,<>[ VALU E ) ) 
<ca 39>T L a c oil ULL(<U1o>fY) 
<Cci Oi>L e LIr(<s>(s46 At€),<uv>ID) 

39 5 PROGRAM STRUCTURE DrCLAfAr1OW 

<Ca 11>rL kiOC, 3P13(,(<S>[i4B HAj,<UAfU) 
<ca 
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<Cd 21>rL.PRoc.RsuL'r(<uvflsuLr) 
H <Cd 3>fL. PtLTk( <UVN4tJfL0NAME) 

<c8 
<Cd 29>fL iiOC.rILD(<U>K1ND) 
<Ca 
,<c 31>rL. ENTRY (<tJ16>i4At€) 
<c8 3A>fL.WTR1.PAkAM(<U1à>NAMi) 
<Ca 
<Co iy>fLBLOCt() 

A>rL. END, BLOCK() 

. 	

3.6 LA3EL DECLARATION  

I 	 <C8 %lj3>TLJ. LABEL. 3?EC( Q>(SYMB,NAME) q<Ur3X6A-AfW;L 033E) 

. 	 <ca lC>rL. LABEL( <U lo>MUFL. 

I 3.7 CODE PLANTING 

<Cl 1>fL.PL(<U7>?N,<U0>0P) OR 
<C2 1>rL.PL(<U7>PN,<U15>0P) 

j 	 <Co 1D>'fLdD.rP1(<d1o>UPi,<IV>D1M) 
<Ca 3>TLICHACK(<U16>SrATUS) 

I 	<Ca 23>TL.INSEFtT(<UV>B1NAaL) 

I 	 <Ca 1P>fL.CCLf(<U1ó>LIMIT) 
<Ca 2O>'rL. REPEAT () 

.. 	 <Ca 3D>2L,CV.CCLE(<U16>CV,<U1ó>I NIT ,(Ud)fOO€) 
<Co %3>rL. CV, LIMIT(<u1o>LIMIT,<ud>ri.sr) 

: 	 <Ca 

Note for the IL. PL procedure the first encoding is used whenever the 
•; 

	
Of' parameter has the value zero. 

. or the functions of rL.PL STLLLB and D=LL 	the encoding is 

<Cl 1>rL4PL(<u7>FN,<3>0P) 

where <3> specifies the symbolic na..e of the liorary procedure. 

348 MUTL INITIALISATION 

<C8 '22>TL(<U8>MODE,<S>PiLE14At€,<UV>DIiICTORf.SIZE) 
<Ca 23>TL.END() 

: 	
<C8 2 13>2L. MODULE () 

; 	 <Cs 25>TL.  END .MOOULi() 

: 	
<c 






